Smart Data.  
Smart Apps.  
Smart Decisions.

metaphacts empowers customers to build and manage their own knowledge graphs to extract the most value out of their data, enable transparency and reach smarter business decisions. Our end-to-end platform metaphactory supports knowledge graph management, rapid application development, and end-user oriented interaction. metaphactory runs on top of your on-premise, cloud, or managed graph database and offers capabilities and features to support the entire lifecycle of dealing with knowledge graphs. metaphactory’s generic approach based on open standards offers great flexibility in different usage scenarios and across various industries and application areas.

metaphactory powers Knowledge Graphs in:

**Life Sciences**

One-stop portal for a wide range of knowledge sources, covering relations about diseases, drugs & side effects

Seamless integration of private in-house databases with public databases such as UniProt, NextProt, Medline, Pubchem, DrugBank, etc.

Ability to structure, access and analyze vast amounts of data and knowledge needed e.g. for drug discovery

**Engineering & Manufacturing**

Unified hub for data across multiple subject matters incl. product configuration or BoM management, operating & maintenance data, supply chain, and customer data

Improved transparency over customer, partner and competitor data

Highly agile analysis of risks based on internal and external data

**Cultural Heritage**

Creation of new knowledge graphs or transformation and import of existing data into a richer contextual system

Enrichment of knowledge graphs with data-driven narratives, collaborative annotations, assertions and arguments

Search and discovery of related information through contextual relationships
Your End-to-end Knowledge Graph Platform

**Knowledge Graph Management**
- **Expert Users** administrate, create and maintain the knowledge graph for data integration, data access and analytics

**End-User Oriented Interaction**
- **End Users** quickly find the answers and data they need using our interactive and visual knowledge graph interfaces

**Rapid Application Development**
- **Developers** benefit from reusable frontend components and backend services for application development

---

**metaphactory**

**Get in Touch**
- info@metaphacts.com
- www.metaphacts.com

**Demos**
- Open Knowledge Graphs
  - http://wikidata.metaphacts.com

**Get Started**
- Run your metaphactory on AWS and start with your knowledge graph today!
  - Visit AWS Marketplace to learn more